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Nomura cements position as world’s leading FX Research House 
 

Tokyo, May 29, 2013 — Nomura, Asia’s global investment bank, has confirmed its position as 

the world’s pre-eminent provider of FX research, with its Asian FX and Rates Strategy team 

ranked #1 in the 2013 Institutional Investor All-Asia Research Team survey.  

 

The achievement of Nomura’s Asian FX and rates strategy team mirrors that of its #1 ranked 

FX/Currency Research team in the most recent Institutional Investor All-America Fixed Income 

Research survey, and #2 ranked FX Research teams in Europe and Japan.  

 

The Institutional Investor surveys are among the most credible in the industry, reflecting the 

views of the most prominent institutional investors globally and regionally.  

  

“The provision of genuinely insightful research and actionable trade ideas is a key pillar of our 

Global Markets business. The success of our FX research and strategy teams in the most recent 

Institutional Investor surveys is clear recognition of Nomura’s intellectual capital and commitment 

to delivering high quality content to our client base in Asia and globally,” said Jens Nordvig, 

Global Head of FX Strategy, at Nomura.  

 

 

Nomura 

Nomura is a leading financial services group and the preeminent Asia-based investment bank with worldwide reach. 
Nomura provides a broad range of innovative solutions tailored to the specific requirements of individual, institutional, 
corporate and government clients through an international network in over 30 countries. Based in Tokyo and with 
regional headquarters in Hong Kong, London, and New York, Nomura has a unique understanding of Asia that 
enables the company to make a difference for clients through three business divisions: retail, asset management, and 
wholesale (global markets and investment banking). Nomura’s subsidiaries in the US include Nomura Securities 
International, Inc. (a member of SIPC) and Nomura Corporate Research and Asset Management Inc. For further 
information about Nomura, please visit www.nomura.com 
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